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Introducing voice biometrics to our services
In December 2016, as part of the TIS Voice Project, we introduced voice biometrics, a first for TIS
National and the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP). The project delivered new
systems and enhancements to two existing TIS National telephone service delivery channels.

Automated Telephone Interpreting Service (ATIS)
• The ATIS expansion involved expanding TIS National’s automated service platform from 18
to over 50 high-demand languages. The expansion aims to drive agency-initiated immediate
telephone interpreting through the automated channel to improve the level of access to the TIS
National Contact Centre for our non-English speaking clients. ATIS users may also be eligible
to receive a discount of up to 10 per cent off the automated immediate phone interpreting
charges.
• Vocal Password login was implemented to allow for a faster and more secure login process.
Vocal Password is to be used by TIS National interpreters to log in to the telephone system and
to accept jobs. The service is also to be offered to TIS National agency clients as an additional
security measure in the future.

TIS National Contact Centre
• Messages in Language has been implemented to assist non-English speaking clients to
understand what is occurring when they wait on hold with TIS National.
• When a non-English speaking client calls 131 450, they will be asked to say the language they
need. ‘Please wait while we contact an operator’ will be played in their selected language.
Once the phone operator has confirmed the language with the non-English speaking client,
they will then need to put the client on hold in an attempt to allocate the phone interpreter.
Once on hold, the following message will be played in their selected language ‘Please wait
while we contact an interpreter’.
• Messages in Language will not only assist the non-English speaker to understand where they
are in the process of being connected to an interpreter, it will also help TIS National operators
and interpreters who answer the call, as the non-English speaker will know which party they
are speaking with.
• Free Speech is a voice authentication system that verifies the identity of interpreters in realtime by passively monitoring speech patterns during the course of natural human conversation.
In line with TIS National’s Allocation Policy, this provides assurance that the interpreter
allocated to the assignment is the interpreter completing the assignment. The advanced
technology only monitors the interpreter and not the agency client or non-English speaker.
With the successful six-month roll out of the TIS Voice Project, we have delivered on our mission to
provide accredited, cost-effective and secure language services.
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Changes to our immediate phone interpreting
service line
As part of the TIS Voice Project, TIS
National has made some changes to the
call prompts when calling TIS National on
131 450. If you use our immediate phone
interpreting service, you will now hear a
welcome message that will ask you which
language you require. Once you have
confirmed the language, you will be asked if
you are a registered client and if you would
like to use ATIS.
If you say ‘yes’ you will be able to skip the
call queue and be transferred directly to the
ATIS service where you can then specify
the required gender of the interpreter (if any)
and enter your ATIS account information.
If you say ‘no’ you will be placed in the
TIS National call queue to speak with a
TIS National Contact Centre operator.
Once your call has been answered, the
operator will confirm the language you
have requested and be able to allocate
an interpreter for you. Please ensure you
have your client code ready to give to the
TIS National operator when calling the TIS
National contact centre on 131 450.
Providing you with the option to use ATIS at the start of the call will allow you faster access to an
immediate phone interpreter. This will avoid having to wait on the line to speak to a TIS National
operator to allocate an interpreter.
TIS National aims to eventually increase ATIS to offer automated phone interpreter allocation
in all languages to ensure that agency clients receive the fastest and easiest phone interpreting
experience.

Supporting self-service
In order to deliver support to users of
our self-service channels (TIS Online
and ATIS), the TIS Online Support
Team (TOST) has been renamed and
extended, becoming the TIS Channel
Support Team.
The TIS Channel Support Team
is critical to ensuring a seamless
experience for all of our interpreters
and clients when interacting with our
various self-service channels.
You can reach the Channel Support team on 1300 655 082 or tis@border.gov.au.
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TIS Online feedback received
TIS Online is our automated booking request
and allocation system which allows agency
clients and interpreters to self-manage all of their
on-site interpreting bookings online.
February 2017 marks the second birthday for
TIS Online and since its creation, we have
placed a focus on acting on your suggestions
and feedback.
By implementing system improvements, we have
enabled a better TIS Online user experience for
our interpreters and agency clients.
Recent enhancements:
• Interpreters can now upload Service Delivery Forms (SDF) to their jobs in TIS Online.
This is easier for our interpreters to send though their finalised jobs to be processed.
• Interpreters receive a courtesy SMS reminder two hours before their upcoming onsite assignment.
• The ‘Replicate job’ function has made it easier for agencies to create consecutive bookings.
We value receiving feedback as it helps us continue to improve the quality of services we provide
to our clients. If you are a user of TIS Online or any of our services and have any feedback or
suggestions please submit our online feedback form.
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Harmony Day celebrates Australia’s cultural
diversity and promotes inclusiveness,
respect and a sense of belonging for
everyone. Harmony Day is about coming
together to celebrate your area’s local
diversity and spread the message of
‘everyone belongs’.
Harmony Day is held every year on
21 March. The day coincides with the
United Nations International Day for the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination.
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Register your event on the Harmony
Day website to receive free promotional
products for your event.
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Visit the new look website harmony.gov.au and check out new tools and resources to help you plan
and promote your Harmony Day events.
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Operator-assisted channels
Our Operator Assisted Channels section manages all phone interpreting services that require the
assistance of a TIS National Contact Centre operator.
The section is split into three groups:
• The TIS National Contact Centre comprises of six teams of 8—10 operators that work a
variety of rosters to cover 8am —8pm Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST), answering
calls for immediate phone interpreter requests through 131 450.
• Our Contact Centre Shift Team work on a rotating roster to ensure TIS National is able to
provide interpreting services 24 hours a day, every day of the year, particularly for emergency
service calls.
• Our Pre-booked Phone Team manage all bookings received through the online booking form
for phone interpreting services that are booked in advance of an appointment.
Last year was an eventful year for the Operator Assisted Channels Team with two events that stood
out above the rest.

Census 2016
In August 2016 TIS National partnered with the Australian Bureau of Statistics for the 2016 Census.
This saw a significant increase in calls to the TIS National Contact Centre that set a new record of
over 10,000 calls answered on Census day, which was 2500 more than our previous high.

Dual-site
contact centre
In October 2016, TIS
National opened a new site
with two of our six contact
centre teams operating
in the new location. This
was a major technical and
logistical exercise that
took months of planning.
The successful opening of
the site has strengthened
TIS National’s ability to
continue to operate in the
unlikely event of the loss of
our primary site.

2016 snapshot
Calls answered
Interpreting services requested
Interpreting services provided
Demand met

over 1.5 million
over 1 million
over 1 million
97%
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Interpreter profile: meet Hoa Nguyen
Passion to help her community
‘I started interpreting to help my Vietnamese
community when I was about 20 years’ old. I am still
doing it for the love of it, not for the money.’
Hoa used passion and persistence to achieve National
Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters
(NAATI) accreditation. She is qualified to interpret
and help her community as both an interpreter and a
registered nurse.

Journey to become a NAATI qualified
interpreter
Hoa started interpreting as an unofficial volunteer
assistant when she was about 20 years old in a
refugee camp in the Philippines. Her personal
drive fuelled her to persevere. ‘It is important to
get accredited as it opens up more opportunities.
Overcoming my nervousness and anxiety became
my top priority. I joined The Willing and Able Mentoring (WAM) Program, a Victorian government
initiative enhancing employment programme. I met and befriended many people including my
mentor who inspired, motivated and encouraged me not to give up my goal of becoming an
accredited interpreter.’

Changes in the
interpreting industry

Alison, Manager Interpreter Liaison & IMA Services and Hoa.

Hoa believes interpreting
services have changed a lot with
the advent of new technologies
as well as emerging demands
in the community. Telephone
interpreting has become
an important tool to enable
culturally and linguistically
diverse (CALD) people in the
rural areas to have access to
a variety of services. Hoa says
‘Less people rely on their family
members, relatives and friends
for assistance.’

What advice would you give to someone who wants to become an
interpreter?
Hoa believes that as an accredited interpreter, one of the challenges is to keep up to date with
language skills because everything is changing and it is important to have good knowledge of
vocabulary.
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Meet the Interpreter Liaison Team
Our Interpreter Liaison Team supports
all of our interpreters with recruitment,
induction and any day to day issues.
The team provide feedback, coaching
and offer supportive de-brief sessions
after challenging assignments.
Their focus this year is to:
• promote the TIS National
Scholarship Programme
• encourage interpreters to upskill
or attain their National
Accreditation Authority for
Translators and Interpreters
(NAATI) accreditation

Members of the Interpreter Liaison Team.

• ensure a high standard of service
through quality assurance and
feedback management.

Scholarship Programme
The Scholarship Programme is an incentive for interpreters who are interested in pursuing
a higher level of accreditation or wanting to attend short courses. Eligible interpreters will be
reimbursed for the cost of their NAATI accreditation testing fees or the cost of attending selected
professional development courses.
This programme also applies to interpreters who attend professional development courses to
enhance their vocabulary, terminology, areas of specialisation, Australian Institute of Interpreters
and Translators (AUSIT) Code of Ethics and familiarisation with current interpreting techniques.

Promotion of NAATI accreditation
TIS National is committed to providing the highest quality interpreting service to our clients and
endeavors to provide accredited interpreters to all assignments. Interpreter Liaison Officers (ILOs)
promote and encourage NAATI accreditation to interpreters who do not hold a credential, in
particular interpreters from new and emerging languages.
The team value each interaction and recognise the impact TIS National’s services have within
the community. TIS National encourages our interpreter development and aims to deliver the best
services possible through a variety of channels.

Quality Assurance Mystery Shopping Programme
TIS National conducts a quality assurance programme that assesses the client experience
provided by TIS National interpreters. Interpreting assignments are recorded and assessed by
a multilingual NAATI accredited mystery shopper. Each month interpreters are provided with
feedback on how to interpret more effectively based on the assessment received from the mystery
shopper.
Our ILOs are committed to thoroughly investigating all feedback. This ensures interpreters are
aware of their contributions, the praise for their work, and their obligations under the TIS National
Deed of Standing Offer and the AUSIT Code of Ethics.
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The team are proud to support the Indigenous Apprenticeship Programme. At present, the
Interpreter Liaison Team have two members who have participated in this programme. TIS
National is committed to the increase of Indigenous staff to the Australian Public Service
throughout the Federal Governments Indigenous Apprenticeship Programme.
As a result of TIS National initiatives, non-English speakers and agency clients can be confident
that they are being represented and heard within the community.

Interpreter ID cards
TIS National is in the process of producing new interpreter identification (ID) cards. The cards’
professional design and TIS National branded lanyards will be highly visible to our non-English
speaking and agency clients.
The front of the card will display:
• a photo of the interpreter
• the interpreters’ name
• TIS National ID number
• NAATI accreditation level.

Sara Smithington
ID number: 4057

Professional

The back of the card will display information about TIS National and four common contact
numbers for interpreters.

SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE
French
Arabic

Professional
Nil accreditation

Sample ID card, final design may vary.

Each card will be colour coded with a strip displaying the highest accreditation level the interpreter
holds.
• Professional and higher – red
• Paraprofessional – blue
• Recognition – yellow
• Nil – white
As we have a large number of interpreters, it may take some time before all interpreters receive
their new ID card.
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Would you like to become an interpreter?
TIS National monitors trends and changing demand for our services on an ongoing basis. This,
along with settlement data and feedback from clients, determines our recruitment priorities. We
add to our interpreter panel to ensure we can meet the changing needs for interpreting services in
the Australian community.
Our highest immediate priority is for interpreters who speak Malaysian.
As older interpreters retire and leave the profession, this can produce surprising supply gaps in
some well-established community languages. At present TIS National is recruiting accredited
interpreters in both Italian and Greek.

Queensland recruitment
TIS National is currently fast tracking applications from suitable accredited interpreters from
Queensland in all languages and high-demand languages including:
• Mandarin
• Arabic
• Vietnamese.
TIS National plays an important role building capacity in new and emerging languages. For
example, we now have a pool of skilled Rohingya interpreters, many who hold NAATI recognition.
We work with NAATI to ensure accreditation by testing is now offered in this growing community
language.
We are looking to recruit interpreters in many new and emerging languages from Ambele to Twi.
Emerging languages where we are experiencing growth include Karenni and Tibetan. A full list of
these languages is available on the TIS National website.
TIS National welcomes applications from interpreters with professional accreditation in all
languages, as this supports TIS National’s Allocation Policy of offering the highest accredited
interpreter available and enhances the quality of services provided to clients. New interpreters
are subject to police clearances and must be Australian Citizens, permanent residents or a New
Zealand citizen residing in Australia.
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Small steps in addressing cultural barriers
Saerah Shah was a new St John’s Community
Worker in Canberra. She talks about meeting
a Dari client and using TIS National services to
engage and be actively involved in determining
outcomes.
‘I understood the words “no food, need
kid’s clothes and… I’m worried”. I could not
communicate with her at any level so I dialled
TIS and had the interpreter on the line within
two minutes. It was obvious that she was here
for emergency relief assistance like many of
our clients but her situation was different …
very different.
She has been in Australia for five months on
a Humanitarian visa, which affects the services she is entitled to, including Centrelink benefits.
Limited support networks, little knowledge of the local service system and a communication
barrier, can make the transition to a new way of life very difficult.
I asked her about food and dietary requirements and explained to her that she could help herself
to children’s clothing and footwear as well as information about other emergency relief services.
She was very grateful and thanked me a number of times, in Dari.
I was able to enquire about all of the above factors and engage with the client in a way that made
her feel welcome and comfortable in seeking assistance.
In the short time since we established the account with TIS, I have used it on five occasions and it
is proving to be invaluable in responding to the needs of this client group.
I am proud to say, a small step in addressing any barriers to providing assistance can go a long
way for people in need.’
Read the full story how Saerah supports this family and so many more.
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ANU research shows effects of interpreter
underuse in health consults
Every day Australian doctors see patients
whose spoken English can be insufficient to
communicate their symptoms or to understand
their treatment. Sometimes the person’s lack
of English is obvious to everyone. Often the
person can talk in English but may struggle to
understand technical language. Occasionally
people’s command of English has deteriorated
due to age or illness.
20 per cent of Australians speak a language
other than English and by their own estimate
16 per cent of them speak English poorly1.
Australia is one of the world’s most multilingual
countries and at the same time one of the most
monolingual. Over 200 languages are spoken
in this country and yet 80 per cent of us can
only speak English. The linguistic diversity of
the population is so great that no matter how
multilingual the doctor is the languages of
doctor and patient rarely match. Most doctors
will need to make a decision about whether or
not to use an interpreter every day.
Here is one day in a typical general practice in
a suburb, the one where I work. The practice
has eight doctors, two nurses, and around 9000
patients. Although the identifying details have
been altered all of these are real cases.

10.30 am. Dr Hut Win a junior doctor training
to be a General Practitioner (GP) calls me into
his room. He stares glumly at his elderly patient
Sara who has booked to see him because she
thought he spoke her language, the Myanmar
language. ‘My parents are from Myanmar but
I can only speak kitchen Myanmar language’.
He and Sara make small talk about food
for four minutes while I ring the Translating
and Interpreting Service (TIS National). The
interpreter comes on line and Dr Win is able to
work out that Sara has gastritis. He explains
how to test for bacteria in her stomach. Four
minutes doesn’t sound like much but that’s more
than a quarter of the allocated consultation
time. Time is one of the major reasons cited
by doctors for not using interpreters.2 Efficient
medical practices delegate contacting
interpreters to the front-office staff. Dr Win has
learned to clarify before the consultation begins
that he needs an interpreter, ask the patient to
wait while reception contacts TIS National, and
use that four minutes to read the patient notes
and prepare himself.
12.30 pm. I’m called by the nurse to see
Amina who has presented with a sore belly
after having her first baby six weeks ago by
caesarean section. Her young husband hovers
in the background. If they had been in their
home country an extended family of aunties and
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sisters would now be helping her to recover
from surgery and care for her baby son. The
nurse shows me the problem; Amina’s wound
still has the staples used to close it. I stare
aghast at the angry wound with its ridges of
infected skin, trying to bury the metal staples.
These should have come out five weeks ago.
When she was discharged from hospital the
staff had explained using Google Translate
that she had to get the staples removed in
ten days. Amina had not understood and had
been too embarrassed to say so.
2 pm. I have a regular appointment with
Bruno who has started psychiatric treatment
for depression and wishes to speak about
his experiences in the war ten years ago.
We have booked an on-site interpreter who
speaks his language. The interpreter crosses
her arms, bows her head, and becomes
Bruno’s words as he speaks of massacres. I
wonder about the impact on the interpreter of
living through Bruno’s war vicariously, and we
debrief for a few minutes afterwards.
4 pm. The receptionist calls. Hana, who has
been in the country for five months stands
crying at the front desk with a three year old
child in her arms. Her daughter has ’eaten an
electric’. We have a huddled consultation with
a phone interpreter in the treatment room.
The child has swallowed the lithium battery
from a toy. It will need to be removed by an
endoscope under general anaesthetic. Hana
wants to wait till her husband, who speaks
better English, comes home from work. But
there’s no time to waste. The practice pays for
a taxi, and through the interpreter the nurse
explains the urgency of the situation. I ring
the hospital to say they will need to get an
interpreter on the phone for the consultation.
Not every consultation where the person
has limited English will need a professional
interpreter. Sometimes the situation is of low
acuity and the patient can make themselves
understood. For example, in Amina’s case I
had rarely used interpreters as her general
English was sufficient to manage a cough
or a Centrelink certificate. There is no doubt
however that interpreters are underused in
Australian medical practice. For every 100
consultations of a patient who speaks poor
English, only one will a professional interpreter
be used.3

There are four circumstances where doctors
looking after people, whose command of
English may be—at that moment—suspect,
must think of using a professional interpreter,
and have a defensible reason for not using
one. These situations are consent, complexity,
crisis and to assess the competence of the
patient to make decisions on their own behalf.
The doctors who perform the endoscopy and
general anaesthetic on Hana’s daughter who
swallowed the battery will need to use an
interpreter to ensure that Hana consents to the
procedure. Performing a procedure without
informed consent is an assault. Yet all too
often people with limited English proficiency
are asked to sign a paper thrust in front of
them, or have it explained by a family member
whose technical English may be very limited.
A recent investigation of refugees’ accounts
of surgical treatments uncovered accounts of
patients who had operations including a tubal
ligation, a gall bladder removal, and dental
extractions with no understanding of the
procedure they had ’consented’ to.4
Amina’s discharge instructions are an
example of a complex message that
warranted an interpreter. Even though Amina
spoke some English, her understanding was
compromised because she was recovering
from a major procedure, and she had no
prior experience of wound staples. Denied
the opportunity to clarify, Amina left hospital
believing that staples could be left in
permanently. Complexity is also the reason
that pharmacists can access TIS National.
Mistakes in medication dosage can have
major impacts on the patient, as in a case in
our study of a patient who overdosed on a
medication that was to be taken intermittently,
resulting in major neurological side-effects.
In a crisis professional interpreters are often
overlooked in favour of any available person.
In a famous case in the United States of
America, a nine-year-old child who suffered
a severe reaction to a medication was
herself used as interpreter in the emergency
department. Her sixteen-year-old brother was
subsequently co-opted into interpreting to
their parents when she died.5 Failure to use
an interpreter in a crisis is an indefensible
approach when there is a 24-hour priority
phone line to access interpreters.6 Without an
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interpreter we would not have understood what had happened to Hana’s child, nor would we have
been able to convey the urgency of treatment.
On the way home from work I called into a nursing home to see Wilf, an octogenarian whose
ability to speak English, his third language, had declined as he aged. 42 per cent of non-English
speakers over the age of 75 have poor facility in English. The absolute numbers have increased by
two thirds over the last ten years to at least 100,000 people.1 Wilf was ignoring staff and refusing
meals, and the staff were worried about his mental competence. As I walked down the corridor
to his room I called the telephone interpreter service. Wilf sat up clutching the phone to his ear
and wept as we talked in his language. ’I cannot speak to anyone,’ he said, over and over. No
staff member and no other resident in the nursing home spoke Wilf’s language. Wilf was perfectly
competent, but starved of conversation.
In a huge linguistically-diverse country like Australia the majority of interpreted consultations
by doctors will always be by telephone. Rather than being a secondary fall-back option doctors
should think of telephone interpreting as their best option. Using a telephone interpreter requires
some practice, good administrative processes that empower reception staff to access interpreters,
and telephones with speaker facility. Once mastered, telephone interpreting helps doctors to be
safer, more efficient and most importantly, to provide better service to their patients.
Article by Christine Phillips Associate Professor, School of General Practice, Australian National University Medical
School. Photo taken by David Flannery.
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